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IV, REMARKS

A. Drawings

The examiner objccicd lo FIG. 8B because it failed to show component 848. FIG. 813

shows personal computer 870. The specification has been amended to change 848 in FIG. 8B to

870. Such a change is consistent with FIG. 8C which provides additional detail lor personal

display computer 870. Therefore, there is no need for a change to FIG. 8R as the amended

specification now refers to component 870 which is shown on FIG. 8B.

B. Specification

The examiner objected to the description of FIG. 5B, page 9, lines 16-18, page 11, lines

20-22 because the description did not match tlie drawing. The examiner objected to claim 13,

line 3 (repeated word). A substitute specilication and marked up amended specification are

submitted with this response. The substitute Specification addresses the ab{)ve objections, and

also otlier minor informalities such as Lypographical errors. No new matter has been added.

Claim 1 .1 has been amended to delete the repeated word.

C. Abstract

A Replacement Abstract is subrhitted, No new matter has been £idded,

D- Reply to Cloim Rejections

a- The examiner rejected claims 1, 3-5, 9, 12, 13, 25 and 26 under 35 USC 102(e) as

being anticipated by Kajiwara (US Pub No. 2002/0061140). Applicant has amended

Pa^c<>oflO
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independent claims 1,9, 12, and 13 to include the limitation a personal display screen (claims I

and 1 3, a set of display glasses (claim 9). and an array of lens units (claim 1 2).

b. The examiner rejected claims 2, 6-8, 10, II, 21 , 22 and 24 under 35 USC 103 as being

unpantentablc over Kajiwara (US Pub, No. 2002/0061 140) and further in view ofJones (US Pub.

No. 2002/0101988). Applicant has amended independent claims 1, 9, 12, and 13 to include,

inter alia, transmission between a computer and a personal display computex. Jones docs not

disclose a transmitter in the display glasses.

c, i'hc examiner rejected claims 14-20 and 23 under 35 USC 103(a) Over Kajiwara in

view of Jones and in view of Kishida (U.S. Pub. NO. 2002/0015008). Kishida discloses a

wearable display device independent of a computer. However, Kishida does not teach

transmission between a computer and a personal display computer so that a scrambled image

may be unscrambled.

E. Condusidn

As amended, and for the reasons stated above, the Applicant submits that the claims of

the present application are not fairly tau^t by any of the references of record, taken cither alone

or in combination. Therefore, allowance of the present application is iu order, and is requested.

Respectfully submitted.

Rudolf (J. Siegesmund
Registi^ationNo. 37,720

Suite 2000
4627 N. Central Expressway
Dallas, Texas 75205-4017
214-528-2407

FAX 214-889-5060

Attorney for Applicant
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MARKED UP VERSION SUBSTITCJTF SPPCTFTCATION

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR COMPUTER SCREEN SECURITY

MELD OF THE INVENTION

IflftOI I I'hc present itivenlion is directed to an apparatus and method of preventing

unauthorized users from viewing a computeir screen,

BACKGROUND

[00021 The use of laptop computers in pubh'c spaces such as airports^ aiiplanes, and hotel

lobbies raises security implications regarding unauthorized viewing by individuals who tnay be

able to see the screen. Additionally, tracking the release of sensitive information can be difficult

since unauthorized viewers do not gel direct access to the information through a computer and

thus do not leave a digital fingerprint from which they could later be idcntitied. Thus, a need

exists for an apparatus and method for providing security on computer screens.

[00031 Video and image scrambling is a common topic in the prior art (Sec e.g. U.S.

Patent 5,841,863 and U.S. Patent 5,161,188). However, the prior art focuses on the need tor

scrambling video images ot a source, transmitting the scrambled image over various means, and

then unscrambling tlic imago at the destination. This method of scrambling and unscranibling is

useful ibr data transmission?; hcwever it does not prevent an unauthorized user from viewing the

unscrambled image at the destination. What is needed beyond the prior art is an apparatus and

method for scrambling a computer screen that will allow the image to be viewed by the

authorized user, but will render the computer screen unreadable lo unauthorized users.

Page I
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(00041 U.S. Patent 5,863,075 (Rich) discloses an apparatus and method for scrambHrig

and unscmmbling images using a plurality of scrambling and unscrambling screens. The

intended image is printed on one screen and can be combined with a seemingly riindom

assortment of other lines and shapes. An unscrambling screen iftis used to lilter out the

additional lines and shapes so that the combination of the screens reveals the intended image*

However, Rich is limited in that the unscraniblmg screen must be placed directly upon the

scrambled image to view the image. In addition, once the image is unscrambled, tlie image can

be viewed by anyone within the vicinity of the image. What is needed beyond Rich is an

apparatus and method for scrambling and unscrambling images in which only the intended

viewer is able to view the image.

100051 riicrcforc, a need exists for an apparatus and a method of preventing casual

onlookers from obtaining information on a computer screen, A need also exists for an apparaUis

and a method of providing additional security for computers by encrypting the computer screen

in a way that it is only viewable by a single individual.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[OOOfil The present invention meets the needs stated above by utilizing a combitiation of

software and hardware that renders the computer screen incomprehensible to onlookers. The

sollware consists of a computer program that scrambles the organization of the image on the

computer screen, The scrambling program can start automatically during the computer boot up

and the computer di.5play will only show the scnmibled information. Tlie hardware consists of a

set of glasses that reorganizes the scrambled image on the computer screen so that the authorized

user can comprehend the image. The glasses contain lens&s consisting of a unique arrangement

Page 2
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of sTnaller square lenses tiled togcthctr to form a full size eyeglass lens. The smaller lenses

correspojui to the break-up paltem used by the sottware to scramble the computer screen. When

the invention is utilized, the screen is incomprehensible to the normal viewer. However, a

viewer equipped with the correct glasses will see the unsci^amblcd image. Another feature of the

present invention occurs when the computer is stolen by tm unauthon7^d person who does not

have access to the appropriate glasses, in this case, an attempt to view the information on the

computer by the unauthorized user would be unsuccessfiil because the display image is

scrambled al the software level* In an alternate embodiment, the scrambled image is transmitted

by cable or wireless transmission to a set of display glasses with an embedded personal display

computer that unscrambles the image for viewing at the display glasses.

BRIRF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

100071 Figvure I is a_dcpietion of a disLribuLed data processing system;

|0008J Figure 2 is a depiction of a server computer;

I00()9I Figure 3 is a depiction of a client computer;

100 1 01 Figure 4A is a depiction of a desktop computer with external display screen;

[0011

1

Figure 4B is a depiclion of a laptop computer with built-in display screen;

100 12] Figure 5A is a depiction of -N x M array on a computer screen where N = 3 and M

= 3;

100131 Figure 5B is a depiction of an N x M array -ofconvex lenses for eyeglasses where

N=3andM = 3;
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L00_14l Figure 5C is a depiction of a first scrambled image on an 3 X 3 array on a

computer screen and the corresponding dcscramblcd image seen through an E X E array of

convex lenses;

fOOiSl .Fieurc 5D is a depiction of a second scrambled image on an 3X3 array on a

computer screen and a the corresponding descranibled image seen through a 3 X 3 array of

convex lenses;

[00161 Figure 6 is a diagram of the image inversion caused by a convex lens;

100171 Figure 7 is a flow chart for the image scrambling process;

IHOISI ^Figure 8A is a flovv^ chart of the image scrambling process when used with

codewords and display glasses;

|O0l!i>| Figure 8B is a depiction ofthe display glasses and connecting cable configurdiion;

100201 ^Figure 8C is a schematic of the personal display computer; and

f002l l Figure 9 is a flow chart of tlic personal display computer program*

DbSCIP nON OF PRKFRKRKKDPRFFFR R FD EMBODIMENT

10022] Figure I depicts a pictorial representation of a distributed data processing system

in which the present invention may be implemented and is intended as an example, and not as an

architectural limitation, for the processes of the present invention. Distributed data procciwing

system 100 is a network of computers which contains a network 102, which is the medium used

to provide commxmicatjon links between the various devices and computers connected together

within distributed data processing system 100. Ntstwork 102 may include permanent conneciicms,

such as wire or fiber optic cables, or temporary connections made through telephone

connections* In the depicted example, a server 104 is connected to network 102 along with
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Storage unit 106. In addition, clients 108, 110, and 112 also are connected to a network 102.

Clients 108, 110, and 112 may be, for example, perstmal cornputers or network computers.

100231 ^For purposes of this application, a network computer is any computer, coupled to

a network, which receives a program or other application jDrora another computer coupled to the

neiwoTk. In the depicted example, server 104 provides Web based applications to clients 108,

110, and 112- Clients 108, 110, and 112 are clients to server 104. Distributed data processing

system 100 may include additional servers, clients, and other devices not shown. Tn the depicted

example, distributed data processing system 100 is the Internet with network 102 representing a

worldwide collection of networks and gateways that ase the TCP/IP suite of protocols to

communicate with one anodier. Distributed data processing system 100 may also be

implemented as a number of different types of networks, such as, an intranet, a local area

network (LAN), or a wide area network (WAN).

f0024

1

Referring to Figure 2, a block diagram depicts a data processing system, which

may be implemented as a server, sueh as server 104 in Figure 1 in accordance with the present

invention. Data processing system 200 may be a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) system

including a plurality of processors such as first processor 202 and second processor 204

coimccted to system bus 206. Alternatively, a single processor system may be employed. Also

connected to system bus 206 is men-ioty controller/cache 208, which provides an interface to

local memory 209. I/O bus bridge 210 is connected to system bus 206 and provides an interlace

to I/O bus 212, Memory ccmtroller/cache 208 and I/O bus bridge 210 may be integrated as

depicted. Peripheral component interconnect (I'Cl) bus bridge 214 connected to I/O bus 212

provides an interface lo first PCI local bus 216, Modem 218 may be connected to first PCI bus

local 216. Typical PCI bm implementations will support four PCI expansion slots or add-in

Pflge 5
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connectors. ComTnunicotions links to network computers 108, 110 iind 112 in Figure 1 may be

provided througli modem 218 and network adapter 220 connected to first PCI local bus 216

through add-in boards. Additional PCI bus bridges such as second PCI bus bridge 222 and third

PCI bus bridge 224 provide interfaces for additional PCI local bust?s such a.s second PCI local

bus 226 and third PCI local bus 228, from which additional modems or network adapters may be

supported. In this manner^ server 200 allows connections to multiple network computers. A

memory-mopped grapliics adapter 230 and hard disk 232 may also be comiected to I/O bus 212

as depicted, either directly or indirectly. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the

hardware depicted in Figure 2 may vary. For example, other peripheral devices, such as an

optical disk drive and the like also may be used in addition or in place of the hardware depicted,

Tlic depictc-d example is not meant to imply architectural limitations with respect to the present

invenlii)n. The data processing system depicted in Figure 2 may he, for example, an IBM

RTSC/System 6000 system, a product of International Business Machines Corporation in

Armonk, New York, ruxming the Advanced Interactive Executive (AIX) operating system.

100251 With reference now to Figure 3, a block diagram illustrates a data processing

system in which the invention may be implemented. Data processing system 300 is an example

of either a stand-alone computer, if not connected to distributed data processing system 100, or a

client computer, if connected to distributed data processing system 100. Data processing system

300 employs a peripheral component intcrcomicct (PCI) local bu.s architecture. Althougli the

depicted example employs a PCI bus, other bus architectures such as Micro Channel and ISA

may be used. Processor 302 and niiiin memory 304 arc comiected to PCI local bus 306 Through

PCT bridge 303. PCI bridge 303 also may include an integrated memory controller and cache

memory for Processor 302, Additional connections to PCI local bus 306 may he made through
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direct component intercorniection or through add-in boards. In Ihc depicted example, local area

network (T.AN) adapter 310, SCSI host bus adapter 312, and expansion bus interface 314 arc

connected to PCI local bus 306 by direct component connection. In contrast, audio adapi^jr 316,

graphics adapter 318, and audio/video adapter (AAO 319 are connected to PCI local bus 306 by

add-in boards inserted into expansion slots. Expansion Blls interface 314 provides a connection

for a keyboard and mouse adapter 320, modem 322, and additional memory 324. SCSI host bus

adapter 312 provides a connection For hard disk drive 326, tape drive 328, and CD-ROM 330 in

the depicted example. Typical PCI local bus implcmcnialions will support three or four PCI

expansion slots or add-iu connectors. An operating system runs on proce<wor 302 and is used to

coordinate and provide contruJ of various components within data processine system 300 in

Figure 3. ITie operating system may be a commercially available operating system .such as OS/2,

which is available from International Business Machines Corporation. "OS/2" is a trademark of

International Business Machines Corporation. An object oriented programming system, such as

Java, may run in conjunction with the operating system and provides calls to the operating

system from Java pn)granis or applications executing on data processing system 300. "Java" is a

trademark of Sun Microsystems^ Incorporated. Instructions for the operating system, the object-

oriented operating system, and applications or programs may be located on storage devices, such

a.s hard disk drive 326, and they may be loaded into main memory 304 for execution by

processor 302,

100261 Tliose of ordinary skill in tlie art will appreciate that the hardware in Figure 3 may

vary depending on the impiemeniaiiun. Other internal hardware or peripheral device.s, .such as

flash ROM (or equivalent nonvolatile memory) or optical disk drives and the like, may be used

in addition lo or in place of the hardware depicted in Figure 3. Also, the processes of the present
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invention may be applied to a multiprocessor data processing system. For example, data

processing system 300, if conligured as a network computer, may nut include SCSI host bus

adapter 312, hard disk drive 326, tape drive 328, and CD-ROM 330, as noted by the box with the

dotted line in Figure 3 denoting optional inclusion. In that case, the computer, to be propcrrly

called a client computer, must include some type of network communication Interlace, such as

1 .AN adapter 310, rnodem 322, or the like. As another example, data processinjj system 300 may

be a stand-alone system configured to be bootable without relying on some type of network

conimimicatiou interface, whether or not duta processing system 300 comprises some type of

network communication interliice. As a further example, data processing system 300 may be a

Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) dcvic-c that is configured with ROM and/or flash ROM in order

to provide non-volatile memory for storing operating system files and/or iiser-gcncratcd data.

The depicted example in Figure 3 and above-described examples arc not meant to imply

architectural limitations with respect to the present invention. It is important to note that while

the present invention has been described in die context of a Fully functioning data processing

system, tliosc of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the processes of the present

invention are capable of being distributed in a form of a computer readable medium of

instructions and a variety of forms and that the present invention applies equally regardless of the

particular type of signal bcjiring media actually used to carry oirt the distribution. Examples ol'

computer readable media include recordable-type media, such a floppy disc, a hard disk drive, a

RAM, and CD-ROMs, and transmission-type media, such as digital and analog communications

links.

10027] Figure 4A is a depiction of desktop computer 410 having a main computer 420

and a display unit 422« Display unit 422 has display screen 424.
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100281 Figure 4B is u depicti<in of laptop computer 440 having a computer $COtlon 450

and display section 452. Display sectioD 452 has laptop display sc'ret;n 454.

f00291 Fifiurc 3A depicts computer screen N x M array (CSA) 510 where N i;5 the

number of horizontal screen segments jmd M is the number of vertical screen segment*?- Tn CSA

510, N = 3 because there are three screen segments in horizontal direction 530 and M = 3

because there are three screen segments in vertical direction 540. As used herein a screen

segment (CS) is a segment of au image on a computer screen lhax has sides of equal length.

Screen segments can be "tiled" together to Ibrm a square or rectangle depending on tlic values

assigned lu N and M. As used herein ''tiling" means tliat each segment is adjacent to each

segment with which it has a common side so that there are no spaces between segments and an

unbroken Image can appear on the display screen. In the example ofCSA 510, where N = 3 and

M = 3 there are nine screen segments identified as follows, top left CS 512, top center CS 514,

top right CS 516, left center CS 518, center CS 520, left center 522, left bottom CS 524, bottom

center 526, and right bottom CS 528.

100301 Figure 5B depicts lens N x M array (T.A) 550 whereN is the number of horizontal

lens units and M is the number of vertical lens units. In LA 550, N = 3 because there are three

lens units in horizontal direction 580 and M = 3 because there axe three lens units in vertical

direction 590. As used herein, a lens unit means a convex lens that has sides of equal length. As

used herein, a lens array means a group of lens units that have been tiled together to form a

squaie or rectangle depending on the values assigned to N and M, As used herein "tiling" means

that each lens unit is adjacent to each lens unii wilh which iir-iLhiis a common side so that there

are no spaces between segments and an unbroken image can be i>een through the LA. In the

example of LA 550. where N 3 and M = 3 there arc nine lens units identified as follows, top
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left LA GS 512552, lop center LA 544554, top right TA 54^556, left center LA 548558, center

LA 520560, left center LA 522562, left bottom LA 524564, bottom center LA §3*566, and right

bottom LA 52S568.

[00321 LA 550 is used in conjunction with CSA 510. Figure 6 depicts a convex lens and

shows the image invenfion achieved by a convex lens. The object in Fig 6, when viewed througli

the lens is seen completely inverted. The principal axis of a double convex lens is defined as the

horizontal axis of the lens across which tlic lens is symmetrical. Lighi rays incident towards

either face of the lens and traveling parallel to the principal axis will converge, in case of a

double convex lens, to point known as the focal point of the lens. The focal point is denoted by

the letter F in Fig. 6. Each lens has two focal points—one on each side of the lens. Every lens

has two possible focal points. The image of an object when viewed through a thin double convex

lens will appear inverted as sshown in Figure 6. Thus, if the object was inverted originally, when

viewed through the thin double convex lens, the image will appem* upright. The principle

depicted iu Figiure 6 will be employed in conjunction with CSA 510 and LA 550 to scramble the

image displayed on a computer screen and then to unscramble the image when viewed through

LA 550, Scrambling is achieved by dividing a computer screen image into segments and then

inverting each of the screen segments. The screen may be viewed unscrambled by viewing the

screen through lens array 550.

[00331 Figure 7 is a depiction of scrambling program (SP) 700 that operates witliin

memory 304 of computer 300. The scrambling program starts (710) and queries tlie user to enter

values for N and M (720). Next, the image tliat is normally displayed on the computer screen is

divided into segments (730), In the preferred embodiment, the segments arc squares, which can

be tiled together to form the image. However, those skilled in the art of computer programming

P^ge JO
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will appreciate thai other types of segments can be formed out of other geometric shapes such as

triangles and hexagons.

r00341 ^Thc screen is divided into N x M segments (730). Each of the screen segments is

inverted (740.) so thai when viewed through a lens array of corresponding N x M configuration

»

the images will be seen in their original orientation. When lens unite are tiled together in LA

550, the unscrambled image is formed on the user's side of LA 550. In this manner, only die

user who wears the glasses is able to view a comprehcndible image of tlic computer screen. To

all other users, the computer screen appears to be a garbled compilation of individual images.

[0035] In the preferred embcKliment^ inversion of screen segments is used. Additional

methods of scrambline that may be used arc reflection (making the segment image appear

backwards), shrinking (making the image appear smaller than its normal size), and rotation

(rotating the image about a central point). Those skilled in the arts of computer programming

ond optics will be aware of the various methods in which o computer screen image can be

distorted so diat a specific optical lens array can correct tlie distoition. The arrangement of the

dixlurlcd segments is such that the compilation of the individual distorted segments is

sufficiently different fron) the original image and prevents unauthorized users from

comprehending the image. A determination is made as to whether the user wants to imscramble

the image (750). If the user chooses to unscramble the image, then each N X M screen segment

is returned to its original orientatiori and the unscrambled image will be visible on the computer

display screen (760) . If the user does not wont to unscramble the image, or after the screen

scgmcnb have been returned to their original orientation, a determination is made as to whether

the scrambler is to be turned off (770). If the user docs not want to turn the scrambler off> then a

determination is made whether the user wants to enter- new values for N and M to change the
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configuration of screen segments (780), If the user docs nol want io enter -new values for N and

M, then the scriimbling program will go to step 7Sfl, If the user does want to enter new values

for N and M, then the scrambling program will go to step 720, If the user wants to turn the

scrambler off, the program will stop (790)

100361 Len£?e$ 515 oon ijj^l of tfrnalier oplicul lenueii 525 that-correspond to the-segmeirts

sofambled-by4he-€0ffesponding segment on compute r gorgeo 510. The tiling of lens units within

lens array 550 creates a very liigh number of possible scrambling combinations. The possible

combinations are so numerous that it is unlikely that an unaulhorized individual will have the

exact same pair of gla<5<5es as the authorised user.

100371 Figure 8A depicts augmented scrambling program (ASP) 800 having three

additional security features: a password, a- code word, and display glasses. As used herein, the

term password means any combination of characters used to access the ASP 800. As used

herein, the term codeword means any combination of characters, otlier than tlic combination of

characters in the password, used to identify a particular set of values for N and M. As used

herein, the temi display glasses means a set of glasses that displays the computer screen image

transmitted by cable or wireless technology from a computer, containing a personal display

computer to unscramble a transmitted computer screen imagc^ and so constructed that only the

person wearing the glasses can see the transmitted computer screen image. Display glasses are

discussed ftirther in Figures 8B and 8C.The ASP 800 begins (802). A determination is made

whether a cornsct password ha-s been entered (804). ff a correct password has not been entered,

then the augmented scrambling program displays an en;or message (806) and returns to step 804.

If a correct password has been entered, -the scrambler program is activated (808). Next, a
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determination is made as to whether a code word has been entered. If a code word is entered,

then the program setsN and M corresponding to tlic values for thai particular codeword (812). If

a code word has not been entered^ then the scrambling program queries the user to enter N and

M:. a delerminaiion is made whether display glasses are cormected. If display glasses are

connected, the computer screen image is transmitted to the display gla55ses (818) and ASP 800

proceeds to step 820. If the display glasses are not connected, then ASF 800 proceeds to divide

the screen segments into N X M segments and each screen segment is inverted (820). As v^ll be

further discussed below, when using display glasses for viev^ng the screen segments, a greater

variety of scrambling techniques can be used. In the preferred embodiment, uivcrsion of scrccn

segments is used* As noted with SP 700* additional methods of scrambling that may be used are

reflection (making the segment image appear backwards), shrinking (making the image appear

smaller than its normal size), and rotation (rotating the image about a central point). However,

when using display glasses, the method of scrambling is only limited by tlic operations

performed on each of the N X M screen segments. A determination is made as lo whether a new

code word has been entered (822), 11" a new w}de wt^rd ha.s been enleredj then the scrambling

program goes to step 812. If a new code word has not been entered, then a determination is

made as to whether the scmmbler has been turned off (1*24). If the scrambler has not been tumcd

off, then the program continues (826) and returns to step 824. If the scrambler has been tumed

off, then each N X M segment is retiimed to its original orientation (836828) and the scrambling

program stops (830).

100381 Figure 8B depict.*; display gla^^ses H40 having frame 842, top 844, -personal

display screen 850, and personal display computcr-84» 870 . Personal display screen 850 has

inside surface 854 and -outside surface 852. Outside surface 852 is opaque. Top 844 keeps light
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from interfering witli viewing of images on inside siuface 854. In the preferred embodiment,

inside surface 854 is a liquid crystal display (LCD). However, inside surface 854 is not limited to

an LCD display and inside surfoce MiHM may u$e any suitable type of display technology

known to persons skilled in the art. Frame 842 secures display glasses 840 to the head of the

user. Personal display screen 846850 has personal display computer 870 embedded so that

personal display screen 846850 and personal display computer are of unitary external

construction. In an alternate embodiment, personal display computer may be externally attached

to either top 844, frame 842 or personal display screen 850 and eleclrically connected to personal

display screen 850. Connecting cable 860 has display glasses connector 862 connected to

computer connector 864 by cable 866. Frame 842 has connecting poil 846 for receiving display

glasses connector 862. Computer comicctor 864 may be any suitable connector known to a

person skilled in the art. Display glasses 840 may be connected to a computer by either

connecting cable 860 or by a wireless connection such as bluetooth technology.

[00391 Figure 8C depicts personal display computer (PDC) 870 having PDC

microprocessor 872, -FUC memory 874, 1*DC transmitler/receiver 876 and PDC cable connector

W8878. PDC memory 874 is connected to PDC microprocessor 872 by first line 886. PDC

cable connector 878 is connected to PDC microprocessor 872 by second line 880. PDC

irdnsmitier/recciver is comicctcd to PDC microprocessor 872 by third line 884. PDC

micropn>cessor 872 is connected to personal display screen 850 by fourth line 882. in the

preferred embodiment, PDC transmitter/receiver 876 uses bluetooth technology t<^ electronically

connect display glasses 840 to a computer having either SP 700 or ASP 800 in memoiy. In

addition, server 104 (Fig. 2), data processing system 300 (Fig. 3), desktop computer 410 (Fig.

4A) and lapU)p computer 440 (Fib. 4B) may all be provided with bluetooth technology or other
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suitable imnsmiUing/recciving tcclinology known to those skilled in the art for use with display

filflsses 840.

[00401 Figure 9 depicts a flow chart for personal display computer program (PDCP) 900.

PDCP 900 is placed in memory 874 ofPDC 870. PDCP 900 starts when display glasses 840 are

connected to an external computer* having ASP 800 m the mcmoiy of that coniputer, by either

connecting cable 860 or transmission from the computer to PDC transmitter/receiver 876. PDCP

900 transmits tod comiect$ with the extemal computer (904). PDCP 900 receives a transmission

from the external computer contauiing an. N X M array of scrambled screen segments (906),

PDCP 900 determines whether a code word is contained in the tiansmission (908). If a code

word is not contained in the transmission, then PDCP 900 accesses the N xM default parameters

(910) in PDC memory 874. If a code word is contained in the tmnsmission, then PDCP accesses

the N X M parameters stored in PDC memory 874 for that codeword (912) . PDCP 900 then

restores tlie scrambled images for the N x M array ol' image segments to their original

conliguration (914) so that the viewer using personal display glasses 840 will view the image in

its unscrambled Ibrm, PDCP 900 determines whether a new code word has been received (9.16).

If a new codeword has been received, then PDCP 900 goes to step 912, If a new codeword has

not been received, then PDCP 900 determines whether the transmission is over (918). If the

transmission is not over, then PDCP goes to step 916. If the transmis.sion is over, then PDCP

ends (920).

[00411 It will be vuiderstood from the foregoing that various modifications and changes

may be made In the preferred embodiment of the present invention by those skilled in the art

without departing from hs tnie spirit. Tt is intended that this description is for purposes of
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illustration only and should not be construed in a limiting sense. The scope of the invention

should be limited only by the language of the following claims.
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MAIIKI'D UP RHPLACEMENT ABSTRACT

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR COMrUTER SCREEN SECURITY

Tho preftont invention uttilzes-aA combination of software and hardware tfeat-renders the

computer screen incomprehensible to onlookers. The software consists of a computer program

that scrambles the organi7iiti()n of ihe imngc on the computer screen, iho oorQn^ l-uie -pFOgi<ti)i

£»crambl t?d inrurmaiiorh The hardware consists of a set of glasses that reorganizes ihe .scrambled

im<oge on the computer screen so thai the authorized user can comprehend the image, The

gluiiflGd ooiitain lonooo cong i sting of a uniquo-atHPaneement ^f-sn^aHer square leni^e i) tiled together

ro fhrm a lull tiivie-eyogkujg Jcno. Ihc cma l ler lenses correspond to the-hreak-up pat=tern-ttsed-by

the softwar-e-to soramhto the computer eioreen.—When tho-mvoiition - is utilized, the screen is

tncomprehonoiblo to tho normal viewer. TT()wever,-a-viewer-eqtH:|>pod with the oorieot glopgop

gliuiQOJ. In thifi cane, on attempt to-view the-information on the cwipi itei by tho iinautliorizcd

alternate embodiment, the scrambled imaec is transmitted by cable or wireless transmission to a

set of display glasses with an embedded personal display computer that unscrambles the image

Ibr viewing at the display glasses.
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